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You can increase the visibility of your makerspace collection by cataloging makerspace 

resources and adding genre terms for makerspace resources to your catalog records.   

 

Why should you include genre terms in catalog records for makerspace materials? 

 Genre terms facilitate online catalog searching because they identify specific resources 

that users want to find, such as “cameras”, “microcontrollers” and “sewing machines”. 

 Standardized subject headings alone could confuse users. 

 

Our complete list of authorized Genre Terms for Makerspace Materials may be found at: 

https://tinyurl.com/yazwtv83 

 

Examples of authority records for genre terms  

 
 

 

 

155  3D printers  

455 3-D printers  

455 Three-dimensional printers  

455 Rapid prototyping  

455 Additive manufacturing  

680 A computer controlled machine that joins or solidifies material together in order to    

create a 3D object 

 

155  Robotics 

555 Microcontrollers 

555 Programmable controllers 

670 sh85114628 

 

155  Video cameras  

            455 Camcorders  

555 Cameras 

 

Key: 
155 = Authorized Heading 
455 = See From Tracing (Use the Authorized Heading instead of this term) 

555 = See Also From Tracing (See another Authorized Heading that relates to 

this term)  

670 = Source Data Found (Where information about the heading was found)    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

680 = Public General Note (Definition of the heading, if needed) 

https://tinyurl.com/yazwtv83


Catalog Record Example: 

Type r ELvl I Srce d Audn   Ctrl  Lang eng 

BLvl m Form  GPub  Time nnn MRec  Ctry nyu 

Desc i TMat r Tech n DtSt s Dates 2002    

028 5 0 2519A003 $b Canon 

040 \ \ INT $b eng $e rda $c INT 

245 0 0 Canon EF 85mm f/1.8 USM : $b lens / $c Canon. 

246 3 0 Canon lens 

264 \ 2 Lake Success, NY : $b Canon, $c 2002. 

300 \ \ 1 lens : $b plastic, metal, glass, and black ; $c 16 x 6 cm + $e 1 instruction sheet 

336 \ \ three-dimensional form $b tdf $2 rdacontent 

337 \ \ unmediated $b n $2 rdamedia 

338 \ \ object $b nr $2 rdacarrier 

500 \ \ Specifications: 85 mm; aperture maximum: f/1.8; aperture minimum: f/22; angle of  

view: 28°30'; minimum focus distance: 2.79' (85 cm); maximum reproduction ratio:  

1:8; filter thread: 58mm; weight: 14.99 oz (425 g) 

500 \ \ Features: image stabilization: no; autofocus: yes; tripod collar: no. 

520 \ \ Lens for use with a SLR or DSLR. 

650 \ 0 Photography. 

655 \ 7 Camera lenses. $2 local 

655 \ 7 Camera accessories. $2 local 

655 \ 7 Photography equipment. $2 local 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our presentation on cataloging makerspace materials: 

https://tinyurl.com/ybsoqedv 

 

University of North Texas Libraries Website: 
http://www.library.unt.edu/ 

https://tinyurl.com/ybsoqedv
http://www.library.unt.edu/

